Going beyond the constitutional requirement of openness laid down by the Treaties, the European Parliament has imposed upon itself a further commitment to conduct its activities with the utmost transparency. Our study suggests that ensuring this "utmost transparency" is not only an essential procedural requirement but actually a fundamental democratic principle which brings precise duties. Thus, the principle of openness should guide Parliament's choices of IT hardware and software systems and, as technology evolves, these choices should be continuously and pro-actively reassessed. By its own standard, Parliament should choose the systems and technologies that are the most open and the most accessible to the public. We conclude that the Rules of Procedure of the European Parliament should whenever possible make Free Software and Open Standards mandatory for all systems and data used for the work of Parliament. In our view, that is the most appropriate way for the Parliament to meet its own standard of "utmost transparency".
The European Parliament has been a champion in promoting not only openness of the legislative process and the access to legislative documents, but also that the EU Courts should accept that openness constitutes a general principle of EU law, and that the right to information is as such a fundamental human right. In Netherlands v Council, the European Parliament argued as follows:
In this connection, the Parliament avers that, whilst it is competent for the institutions to adopt appropriate measures for their internal organization with a view to ensuring their sound operation and the proper conduct of their procedures, the principle of openness of the legislative process and the access to legislative documents entailed thereby constitute essential requirements of democracy and therefore cannot be treated as organizational matters purely internal to the institutions. In this context, the Parliament adverts to the democratic nature of the Community legal order. It maintains moreover that the requirement for openness constitutes a general principle common to the constitutional traditions of the Member States which is also enshrined in Community law. Lastly, it argues that the right to information, of which access to documents constitutes the corollary, is a fundamental human right recognized by various international instruments. 5
In its judgement, the Court stressed that the domestic legislation of most Member States enshrines, in a general manner, the public's right of access to documents held by public authorities as a constitutional or legislative principle. The Court found that this trend "discloses a progressive affirmation of individuals' right of access to documents held by public authorities" and that accordingly, the Council deemed it necessary to amend the rules governing its internal organisation, which had hitherto been based on the principle of confidentiality. The Court added that, "so long as the Community legislature has not adopted general rules on the right of public access to documents held by the Community institutions, the institutions must take measures as to the processing of such requests by virtue of their power of internal organisation, which authorises them to take appropriate measures in order to ensure their internal operation in conformity with the interests of good administration".
While dated, this analysis is still interesting for at least three reasons. First, the legal doctrine is divided as to whether or not it is possible to interpret the Netherlands v Council judgment as authority for the existence of a fundamental right of access to documents. 6 Second, when interpreting Rule 115, the relevant legal question is whether or not internal rules of the institutions may confer a substantive legal right to access to documents, to information, and/or to data on EU citizens. Third, the Court clearly links the issue of public access to documents to the nascent principle of good administration. According to the case law of the Court, the purpose of the Community institutions' internal Rules of Procedure is to organise the internal functioning of its services in the interests of good administration. The essential purpose of such rules, particularly those with regard to the organisation of deliberations and the adoption of decisions, is to ensure the smooth conduct of the decision-making procedure. It follows that natural or legal persons may normally not rely on an alleged breach of such rules, as they are not intended to ensure protection for individuals.
Therefore, internal rules cannot be regarded as measures conferring on European citizens a substantive right of access to documents, to information, or to data held by the EU institutions. They are not intended to vest in European citizens a formal "right to know" what is going on within the European institutions, which is a prerequisite in a participatory democracy, where decisions are taken "as closely as possible to the citizen". In the absence of general rules on the right of public access to information or to data held by the EU institutions, European citizens' "right to know" and to participate "as closely as possible" in the decision-making process must therefore be found elsewhere.
As a preliminary conclusion, Rule 115 does not in itself confer any rights on European citizens. Nevertheless, as compliance with internal Rules of Procedure may constitute an essential procedural requirement, and may in some circumstances have legal effects vis-à-vis third parties, their breach can give rise to an action for annulment before the EU Courts. Indeed, procedural rules laid down in Rule 115 constitutes an essential procedural requirement within the meaning of the second paragraph of Article 263 TFEU and its infringement leads to the nullity of the measure thereby vitiated.
In the light of the Court's judgment in European Parliament v. Council, that rule is an expression of the democratic principles on which the European Union is founded. In particular, the Court has already stated that the Parliament's involvement in the decision-making process is the reflection, at the EU level, of the fundamental democratic principle that the people should participate in the exercise of power through the intermediary of a representative assembly.
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Not only has Parliament imposed upon itself that it shall ensure that its activities are conducted with the utmost transparency, but its actions shall also conform with the Principle of Openness enshrined in the Treaties and in the Charter, and the Right of Access to Information in Art. 10 of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR).
The Principle of Openness and the Right of Access to Information: A Basis for Imposing Free Software and Open Standards ?
The first real step towards allowing the public a right of access to documents held by the Community institutions dates back to 7 February 1992 when the Member States signed the Final Act to the Maastricht Treaty. 8 . In Declaration No. 17 to that Act, the Member States pointed to the close connection between the transparency of the decision-making process and the democratic nature of the Community institutions. Nowadays, the principle of openness in European Union law has solid roots, as the very text of the Rule 115 makes clear, in the fundamental Treaties of the European Union.
, and the second was not considered to lay down an unconditional obligation, since its implementation was held to be dependent on the adoption of subsequent measures. 10 In a different strand of its case-law, the General Court has referred to the "principle of the right to information" 11 , and to the "principle of transparency"
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, in support of a finding that the previous internal rules of access to documents of the institutions must be interpreted in the light of the "principle of the right to information" and the principle of proportionality. The issue has obviously divided the General Court, which has also stated:
For the purpose of applying Article 4 of Regulation EC No 1049/2001 regarding public access to European Parliament, Council and Commission documents, the concept of a document must be distinguished from that of information. The public's right of access to the documents of the institutions covers only documents and not information in the wider meaning of the word and does not imply a duty on the part of the institutions to reply to any request for information from an individual.
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To date, no clear guidance on this issue has been provided by the Court. In Council v Hautala, the Court did not find it necessary to rule on "the existence of a principle of the right to information" in European Union law. general right of access to its documents and to those of the EU institutions. It argued that although arguments based on such a principle have been raised on numerous occasions before the EU judicature, none of the EU Courts has considered it appropriate to examine them.
In its judgement, the General Court held that "even supposing that the right of access to the documents held by the Community public authorities, including the ECB, may be regarded as a fundamental right protected by the Community legal order as a general principle of law", the plea of illegality in respect of Article 23.3 of the ECB Rules of Procedure, based on the alleged infringement of such a principle, could not be upheld. The General Court pointed out that fundamental rights cannot be understood as "unfettered prerogatives" and that it is "legitimate that these rights should, if necessary, be subject to certain limits justified by the overall objectives pursued by the Community, on condition that the substance of these rights is left untouched" 15 . The General Court held that, as regards the right of access to documents, reasons related to the protection of the public interest or a private interest may legitimately restrict that right.
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Be that as it may. As Advocate General Poiares Maduro has correctly pointed out, the fact remains that henceforth the existence of the right of access to documents of the institutions is no longer based on internal measures adopted by the institutions, with which they are bound to comply, or even on Regulation 1049/2001, but on a provision of constitutional import.
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The Court has in this regard clarified that the "principle of openness" stated in a general manner in the second paragraph of Article 1 TEU is "crystallised" by Regulation 1049/2001. procedure which are in the possession of a rapporteur must in principle be regarded as being in the possession of the Parliament. It will at some point in time be necessary to decide whether Article 15 TFEU and Article 42 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union allow such documents to be excluded from the right of access in the future. 20 Moreover, Art. 10 TEU regarding the principle of democracy (especially Article 10(3), echoes the second paragraph of Article 1) and Article 15 TFEU, dealing with good governance, openness, transparency and access to documents.
Article 10 in the European Convention of Human Rights
The development of the principle of openness in EU law has been accompanied by a parallel development of the case law of the European Court of Human Rights. In Guerra and Others v. Italy, the Strasbourg Court held that freedom to receive information under Art. 10 of the ECHR merely prohibited a State from restricting a person from receiving information that others wished or might be willing to impart to him. It states that freedom could not be construed as imposing on a State, in the circumstances of that case, positive obligations to collect and disseminate information of its own motion 21 Similarly, Társaság a Szabadságjogokért concerned a request for access to information by a non-governmental organisation for the purposes of contributing to public debate. Here, the Court noted that it had recently advanced towards a broader interpretation of the notion of the "freedom to receive information" and thereby towards the recognition of a right of access to information.
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In a recent judgment of 25 June 2013, for the case of Youth Initiative for Human Rights v Serbia, 23 , the Court unanimously recalled, in its reasoning on admissibility, that the notion of "freedom to receive information" embraces a "right of access to information". The judgment has, in our view correctly, been interpreted as having "established implicitly the right of access", in that the notion of "freedom to receive information" embraces a right of access to information.
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In a concurring opinion, judges Sajó and Vučinić highlighted the general need to interpret Article 10 in conformity with developments in international law regarding freedom of information, which entails access to information held by public bodies referring, in particular, to Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 34 25 .
The Human Rights Committee has in turn stressed both the proactive and the reactive dimensions of the freedom of expression and freedom of information. Article 19, paragraph 2 embraces a right of access to information held by public bodies. Such information includes records held by a public body, regardless of the form in which the information is stored, its source, and the date of production. The principle of openness and the right of access to information are directed -among other things -at ensuring that decisions are taken as openly as possible and closely as possible to the citizens, in other words, it is a basic democratic tenet, where citizens must see what happens within the institutions (which is one of the means through which accountability of the institutions and their agents is ensured) and the institutions have an obligation to at least listen to what citizens have to say (in other words, participation and representation of interests).
26
.
Legislative Openness
Ever since the Treaty of Amsterdam the concept of "the legislative" has had a place in the language of the EU Treaties. Under the second subparagraph of Article 207(3) EC the Council was already required to define "the cases in which it is to be regarded as acting in its legislative capacity" to allow the right of access to documents under Article 255(1) EC to be exercised.
In the realm of secondary legislation, Recital 6 in the Preamble to Regulation No 1049/2001 states that "[w]ider access should be granted to documents in cases where the institutions are acting in their legislative capacity." The Treaty of Amsterdam enshrined both the right of access to documents of the institutions, on the one hand, and referred to the special consideration to be given to the 'legislative capacity' of the Council, on the other. It has been argued that this indicated that the appropriate context for exercising the right of access was where the Council was acting in a "legislative capacity", thus acknowledging the close relationship that, in principle, exists between legislative procedures and the principles of openness and transparency 27 . On a comparative note, and despite the differences that may exist between national legislation and EU "legislation", or between Member State legislatures and the EU "legislature", the "legislative procedure" by which the Council and the European Parliament are bound, is conceptually very close to the national "legislative procedure", speaking from the point of view of its underlying purpose and thus the principles on which it must be based. In the end, they have in common the 
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In its judgment in Sweden and Turco v Council, 29 the Court held that it is for the Council to balance the particular interest to be protected by non-disclosure of the document concerned against, inter alia, the public interest in the document being made accessible in the light of the advantages stemming from increased openness. It states that when the Council is acting in its legislative capacity, it is particularly relevant that openness be considered, given that it enables citizens to participate more closely in the decision-making process, guarantees that the administration enjoys greater legitimacy, and is more effective and more accountable to the citizen in a democratic system. The Court has confirmed that the considerations of legislative openness are clearly of particular relevance where the Council is acting in its legislative capacity: "Openness in that respect contributes to strengthening democracy by enabling citizens to scrutinise all the information which has formed the basis for a legislative act. The possibility for citizens to find out the considerations underpinning legislative action is a precondition for the effective exercise of their democratic the annex to which contains a declaration by the European Community which reads, in so far as relevant, as follows:
In relation to Article 9 of the Aarhus Convention the European Community invites Parties to the Convention to take note of Article 2(2) and Article 6 of [the Directive]. These provisions give Member States of the European Community the possibility, in exceptional cases and under strictly specified conditions, to exclude certain institutions and bodies from the rules on review procedures in relation to decisions on requests for information.
Therefore the ratification by the European Community of the Aarhus Convention encompasses any reservation by a Member State of the European Community to the extent that such a reservation is compatible with Article 2(2) and Article 6 of [the Directive].
In ratifying the Convention on 20 May 2005, Sweden lodged a reservation which, in so far as is relevant, reads as follows:
Sweden lodges a reservation in relation to Article 9.1 with regard to access to a review procedure before a court of law of decisions taken by the Parliament, the Government and Ministers on issues involving the release of official documents. 34
In accordance with Directive 2003/4/EC, public authorities must in principle be required to make environmental information held by or for them available to any applicant at his request. However, the Directive permits Member States to exclude public bodies acting in a legislative capacity from the definition of a 'public authority'. In addition, access may be refused to certain types of document, or if disclosure would adversely affect the confidentiality of proceedings of authorities where such confidentiality is provided for by law.
In her opinion in Flachglas Torgau, AG Sharpstone summarised the dilemma as follows: Conduct of Business as "Openly as Possible" or with the "Utmost Transparency"
The performance of both judicial and legislative functions could be impaired if information of all kinds concerning each and every stage of the process -analysing the relevant issues and data, deriving conclusions from that analysis and formulating a final decision -could be demanded of right at all times by any member of the public. It seems reasonable to assume that considerations of that kind were in the minds of those who initially drafted the first of the instruments concerned and have remained, albeit implicitly, in the minds of those who have participated in the drafting of the subsequent instruments.
Yet it is by no means desirable, nor would it appear consistent with the overall thrust of the Convention or the
Rule 115 states that "Parliament shall ensure that its activities are conducted with the utmost transparency", which on a textual interpretation goes beyond the more relative principle of openness enshrined in Article 1 TEU, whereby "decisions are taken as openly as possible". Indeed, it strikes that Rule 115 uses the word utmost, which is a far stronger word than "as openly as possible" used for other institutions: ut·most adj.
1. Being or situated at the most distant limit or point; farthest: the utmost tip of the peninsula.
Of the highest or greatest degree, amount, or intensity; most extreme: a matter of the utmost importance.
n.
The greatest possible amount, degree, or extent; the maximum: worked every day to the utmost of her abilities.
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Therefore it is clear that there is no effort to spare in order to bring the "utmost" openness or transparency, in other words, openness to the most extreme consequences. Parliament has in this respect imposed upon itself a far higher standard to meet in order to ensure openness than any other institution.
This means that the balancing test at hand should at least equal, and may even exceed, the one laid down in the case-law of the Court under the Principle of Openness. To this effect, the Court has held that assessing whether or not information is confidential therefore requires that the legitimate interests opposing disclosure be weighed against the public interest in the activities of the Community institutions taking place as openly as possible 37 .
A similar construction has been adopted by the Court as regards access to documents. The Court has held that since they derogate from the "principle of the widest possible public access to documents", exceptions to that principle must be interpreted and applied strictly In the same vein, the European Ombudsman has recognised that the wording and purpose of Articles 11 and 12 of Regulation 1049/2001 do not imply an obligation on Parliament to have, in its public register of documents, a reference to each and every document it holds. However, the Ombudsman found that Parliament should certainly interpret Articles 11 and 12 of Regulation 1049/2001 in a manner which allows the public to obtain "as complete a picture as possible" of how Parliament carries out its core tasks. Documents which relate to these core tasks should therefore, as far as possible, be recorded in Parliament's public register of documents. 40 Against this background, any derogations from the Parliament's Rule 115 that "its activities are conducted with the utmost transparency" must be interpreted strictly, and in the light of the Court's case law on the Principle of Openness and the right of access to documents.
It is also clear that Rule 115 section 1 does not just refer to the fact that the works of the Parliament must be open and public. This is a separate concept, it cannot be a replacement for openness, as it is dealt with by different provisions, e.g., section 2 of Rule 115:
Debates in Parliament shall be public.
Therefore it is safe to conclude that simply the publicity of the works is not sufficient. On the other hand, it is evident that those parts that need to be non-public shall be subtracted from the principle of openness, but this shall be an exception to the rule.
It should be noted that one of the open issues during the negotiations in the Council on the reform of regulation 1049/2001, is whether some reforms are needed to comply with the Treaty of Lisbon, which obliges the EU institutions to take decisions "as openly and as closely as possible to the citizen" and which requires a transparent legislative process. As has been The European Charter of Fundamental Rights also now recognises the right of access to EU documents "whatever their medium", as a fundamental human right. At the very least the Treaties extend the scope of the right of access to all EU bodies and it is not clear whether this requires a legislative amendment to do away with current discrepancies such as different time frames for different EU bodies.
Neighbouring concepts
Re-use of Public Sector Information
The , establishes a minimum set of rules governing the re-use and the practical means of facilitating re-use of existing documents held by public sector bodies of the Member States. Article 2(4) of the PSI Directive defines re-use as "the use by persons or legal entities of documents held by public sector bodies, for commercial or noncommercial purposes other than the initial purpose within the public task for which the documents were produced. Exchange of documents between public sector bodies purely in pursuit of their public tasks does not constitute re-use".
Article 3 of the PSI Directive entitled 'General principle' states that Member States shall ensure that, where the re-use of documents held by public sector bodies is allowed, these documents shall be re-usable for commercial or non-commercial purposes in accordance with the conditions set out in in the Directive.
Recital 9 clarifies that the definition of "document" is not intended to cover computer programmes. To facilitate re-use, public sector bodies should make their own documents available in a format which, as far as possible and appropriate, is not dependent on the use of specific software. Where possible and appropriate, public sector bodies should take into account the possibilities for the reuse of documents by and for people with disabilities.
In recital 16, the PSI Directive establishes a link between re-use of public sector information and the "right to knowledge" in the following terms:
Making public all generally available documents held by the public sector -concerning not only the political process but also the legal and administrative process -is a fundamental instrument for extending the right to knowledge, which is a basic principle of democracy. This objective is applicable to institutions at every level, be it local, national or international.
The PSI Directive does not contain an obligation to allow re-use of documents, and the decision whether or not to authorise re-use remains with the Member States or the public sector body concerned. It applies to documents that are made accessible for re-use when public sector bodies license, sell, disseminate, exchange or give out information. To avoid cross-subsidies, re-use includes further use of documents within the organisation itself for activities falling outside the scope of its public tasks. Activities falling outside the public task will typically include supply of documents that are produced and charged for exclusively on a commercial basis and in competition with others in the market. In the remainder of this section, by using "PSI Directive" we make reference to the amended directive.
In Recital 9, the PSI Directive purports to build on the existing access regimes in the Member States and does not change the national rules for access to documents. It does not apply in cases in which citizens or companies can, under the relevant access regime, only obtain a document if they can prove a particular interest. At Community level, Articles 41 (right to good administration) and 42 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union recognise the right of any citizen of the Union and any natural or legal person residing or having its registered office in a Member State to have access to European Parliament, Council and Commission documents. Public sector bodies should be encouraged to make available for re-use any documents held by them. Public sector bodies should promote and encourage re-use of documents, including official texts of a legislative and administrative nature in those cases where the public sector body has the right to authorise their re-use. Under the new article 5.1 on available formats, public sector bodies shall make their documents available in any pre-existing format or language, and, where possible and appropriate, in open and machine-readable format together with their metadata. Both the format and the metadata should, in so far as possible, comply with formal open standards. However, this does not imply an obligation for public sector bodies to create or adapt documents or provide extracts in order to comply with that obligation where this would involve disproportionate effort, going beyond a simple operation.
Article 11 of the PSI Directive provides a prohibition of exclusive arrangements. Under Article 11.1, the re-use of documents shall be open to all potential actors in the market, even if one or more market players already exploit added-value products based on these documents. Contracts or other arrangements between the public sector bodies holding the documents and third parties shall not grant exclusive rights. Under Article 11.2 where an exclusive right is necessary for the provision of a service in the public interest, the validity of the reason for granting such an exclusive right shall be subject to regular review, and shall, in any event, be reviewed every three years. The exclusive arrangements established shall be transparent and made public.
The G8 Open Data Charter
In June 2013, the EU endorsed the G8 Open Data Charter and, with other G8 members, committed to implementing a number of open data activities in the G8 members' Collective Action Plan. Commitment 1 of the Collective Action Plan required each member to publish by October 2013 details of how they would implement the Open Data Charter according to their individual national frameworks. In the EU implementation of the G8 Open Data Charter, it is stressed that compliance with the G8 Open Data Charter and para. 47 of the June 2013 G8 communique is fully consistent 44 with existing EU policy. Particular reference is in particular made to "the many initiatives already adopted at EU level, including the revised Directive on the re-use of public sector information, the EU Open Data Portal and the new Commission rules on the re-use of its own documents".
In its self assessment, the European Union stressed that it "has for years been stressing the goal of opening up data as a resource for innovative products and services and as a means of addressing societal challenges and fostering government transparency. Indeed, better use of data, including government data, can help to power the economy, serving as a basis for a wide range of information products and services and improving the efficiency of the public sector and of different segments of industry. The European Union aims to be at the forefront of public administrations in terms of openness in relation to its own documents." It is noteworthy that Open Data within the European Union is first and foremost seen as "a resource for innovative products and services" with economic potential, and only seem to regard Open Data to hold a secondary function in fostering Open Government.
The challenges identified by the EU for making further progress towards the openness of information resources were considered mainly practical and technical, namely:
• making data available in an open format;
• enabling semantic interoperability;
• ensuring quality, documentation and where appropriate reconciliation across different data sources;
• implementing software solutions allowing easy management, publication or visualisation of datasets;
• simplifying clearance of intellectual property rights.
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The EU has furthermore committed to promoting the application of the principles of the G8 Open Data Charter to all EU Member States within the context of a range of ongoing activities, in particular through ensuring the implementation of Directive 2013/37/EU of 26 June 2013 revising Directive 2003/98/EC on the re-use of public sector information (or the PSI Directive as defined in the previous section) which, according to the EU:
• ensures that publicly accessible content can be reused in compliance with the Directive;
• encourages free provision of public sector information (government data) for reuse and lowering the cost of reuse of government data by introducing a new maximum ceiling for reuse based on marginal costs;
• expands the scope of application of the EU Directive to certain cultural institutions;
• According to the seventh recital of this decision, "An open re-use policy at the Commission will support new economic activity, lead to a wider use and spread of Community information, enhance the image of openness and transparency of the Institutions, and avoid unnecessary administrative burden for users and Commission services". Again, the underlying rationale of the decision was to "support new economic activity", and the ambition in fostering Open Government was reduced "enhance the image of openness and transparency" of the Institutions.
In 2011, the Commission engaged itself to work towards providing documents in machinereadable format, where possible and appropriate, and to set up an Open Data Portal to promote the accessibility and re-use of this information. In December 2012, the European Union Open Data Portal was launched and provides access to data held by the Commission and other EU institutions and bodies. 
Re-use of Public Sector Information does not necessarily ensure an Open Government
Obviously, the main purpose of the Public Sector Information Directive (PSI Directive) is to pave the way for a European information market. At their core, these rules are intended to ensure fair, proportionate and non-discriminatory conditions for the re-use of such information.
As noted above, the European legislator's push for Open Data has been more driven by commercial purposes of data mining than in a quest of opening government to external scrutiny. In some cases the re-use of documents will take place without a licence being agreed. In other cases, a licence will be issued imposing conditions on the re-use by the licensee dealing with issues such as liability, the proper use of documents, guaranteeing non-alteration and the acknowledgement of source. If public sector bodies license documents for re-use, the licence conditions should be fair and transparent.
Nevertheless, in creating a private market for Public sector information can have unintended consequences. According to the directive, public sector bodies should respect competition rules when establishing the principles for re-use of documents avoiding as far as possible exclusive agreements between themselves and private partners. However, in order to provide a service of general economic interest, an exclusive right to re-use specific public sector documents may sometimes be necessary. This may be the case if no commercial publisher would publish the information without such an exclusive right.
On 18 March 2010, the Swedish Government presented its Bill (2009/10:175) on Public Administration for Democracy, Participation and Growth. One proposal contained in the Bill was for a law on re-use of documents emanating from Swedish public administration. On 3 June 2010, the Act (2010:566) on the re-use of public administration documents entered into force. The Swedish Agency for Public Management has therefore been assigned to survey the extent to which Swedish central and local government agencies (public sector bodies) have granted exclusive rights or arrangements of the kind referred to in Article 11 of the PSI Directive.
The survey shows that five central public sector bodies state that they have granted exclusive rights for one or more companies to re-use the respective bodies' documents. The questionnaire and interviews implemented by the Agency for Public Management show that several changes have taken place over the past year in terms of phasing out exclusive rights, if any. The survey shows, moreover, that there are unclear points regarding how the notion of 'exclusive rights' (or 'arrangements') should be defined. Based on the responses to the Agency's questionnaire survey, we find wide-ranging perceptions of differences between licensing agreements, on the one hand, and exclusive rights on the other. According to the Agency, there is substantial uncertainty regarding how the term 'exclusive right' should be interpreted. The Swedish Agency for Public Management therefore draws the conclusion that it is imperative to define the terms 'licensing agreement' and 'exclusive right', and also to assist both central and local public sector bodies in their work of developing non-discriminatory licensing agreements.
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It should be noted that in March 2012, the Swedish Competition Authority closed an investigation with regard to a possible abuse of a dominant position by the Swedish Patent and Registration Office (SPRO) regarding its Trademark register. The Swedish Patent and Registration Office (SPRO) started to offer from 2010 free access to the Trademark register to the downstream enduser market. Customers on the upstream wholesale market were offered more detailed data in different formats (so-called "register lifted data") for a one-time fee and then a yearly fee. Before 2010, SPRO had offered access to the database to end-users for a fee. The SPRO motivated the decision to eliminate the fee with that free access was within the public task assigned to it by the government. The complaining (incumbent) re-user alleged that it was likely it will be squeezed out of the market by SPRO offering a competing product for free.
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. This case shows that the underlying economic rationale for the PSI Directive can actually run counter the stated objective of fostering an Open Government.
Does Openness mean "accessible"?
We submit that transparency should be measured having regard to not only the average person "without impairments", so to speak, but also with those who are for instance visually or hearing impaired. In other words, transparency also should take "accessibility" into account.
For web content a standard has been developed by W3C, which is the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) However, "accessibility" seems to extend to much more than just web view, as the flow of information is certainly passing through means that go beyond the web and the Internet in general. There is, therefore, a wider need to ensure accessibility by allowing that the IT systems be interoperable and technology neutral, so that accessibility is ensured not only by providing accessible content, but by allowing any technology provider to ensure that they can build accessible tools using the content in whichever form it can be presented, and -as much as possible -to make tools to tackle specific problems for people with different impairments for whom the simple accessibility criteria are insufficient.
Does "accessible" mean (also) Free and Open?
If "transparency" here means "directly open, transparent and accessible to all the constituents" and not just to those directly involved in the Parliamentary works and interest-bearer, as a complement of democracy, openness shall be in principle brought to the farthest and least reachable corner of the Union where constituents have a chance of looking into how a particular matter has been dealt with by the Parliament and components thereof. An example of why openness is a requirement for transparency via accessibility has been provided in the previous chapter.
In an interconnected world this goal can be efficiently achieved by means of technology, in particular through telecommunication technology. This seems a sufficiently self-evident and commonly accepted concept that does not deserve further discussion and evidence.
Telecommunication technology cannot exist without standards. This is also quite easily understood and common ground.
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Therefore "openness" shall mean that the external communication channels, of all sort, must use standards, which (or the many possible) standard(s) remaining yet to be assessed.
All signs point in the direction that standards involved in a public institution shall be " open" It is also quite self-evident that transmitting information to an outlet that cannot be used by the intended recipient equals to opaqueness, as openness must be a characteristic of the entire space between the object and the observer. As said before, while having total openness -which means totally unencumbered space -is more a reference than a realistic goal, getting as close as practically possible to it is the yardstick of compliance with the rule in hand.
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It is reasonable that the means and infrastructure to be used to achieve the goal of openness are a matter of technical decisions in a scenario of non-unlimited resources. It also seems reasonable that once a high level decision on which channel is more conveniently adopted, at an early stage of the decisional process, and throughout the life cycle of the adopted solutions, the decision makers shall measure how easily accessible the channel is.
As soon as the radio broadcasting was shown to be a practical way to spread information, institutions found it convenient to use the radio channel to increase the outreach of their messages. When television came along, and become a widespread medium, that channel was also used, both directly and through facilitating reporting by the press. Because today Internet is one of the most used source of information, all institutions use the various communication avenues that Internet allows to increase, at exponential rates, access and feedback, including the European Parliament.
Internet is a showcase of open standards, because as such Internet is nothing more than a collection of protocols one stacked upon the other.
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so that information and services are exchanged between and through an arbitrary set of networks through common interfaces. It is hard to think of something more accessible and widely available and efficient. No doubt any openness must involve Internet distribution.
But while it is true that Internet means a stack of protocols and interfaces, due to its anarchic and agnostic nature, it is possible that some of the chosen protocols are less easily available and widespread. In theory, parties can agree upon "proprietary protocols" and still have a way to communicate. Privacy-aware protocols, like those enabling VPNs are just there for that, creating a privileged channel that excludes all others not part of the conversation. Encryption is a way to transmit a confidential message over a public channel, introducing a secret and private element that allows only those privy to something to make sense of the message.
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On the other end of the spectrum are those protocols, widespread, available and unencumbered standards that any entity is able to intercept and interpret to the fullest without any kind of restriction, where nothing, being it a technical, economic or legal element, hindering the access to the message. This is one possible 
Free and open in technology
In the last paragraph of the previous section we have concluded that free and open is a proxy for "transparency".
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Here we will describe what "Free and Open" mean from a technology point of view with reference to commonly accepted, yet controversial at times, sources.
Free and Open Standards
There is no legal and binding definition on what an Open Standard is. All the attempts made so far within the EU legislature and policy documents have faced strong debate and criticism from either side of the spectrum ranging from those who claim that "Open" applies to all standards that are available to every concerned entity, to those who claim that "Open" needs a far stricter definition and the list of requirements for a standard to be called "open" extend beyond the nature of a technical document of the standard to encompass the legal restrictions to its implementations (first and foremost patents) and the independence from a single implementation, especially coming from the main proponent of the standard. 
• The standard is adopted and will be maintained by a not-for-profit organisation, and its ongoing development occurs on the basis of an open decision-making procedure available to all interested parties (consensus or majority decision etc.).
• The standard has been published and the standard specification document is available either freely or at a nominal charge. It must be permissible to all to copy, distribute and use it for no fee or at a nominal fee.
Note that the recommendation did not prescribe the use of only open standards, but only advised to "focus" on open standards. There was also no ethical or ideological implication in the recommendation, which came from an objective and functional analysis.
To our knowledge, that was the first attempt to define open standards in an official, albeit non legislative, document from the European Union. The document was officially adopted in 2004.
The European Interoperability Framework V.2
In 2006, the European Commission has started the revision of the European Interoperability Framework. 66 The effort was completed on December 2010.
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Reportedly due to intense lobbying by industry representatives, 68 69 notably in the new document there is no reference to standards at all, let alone to open standards, but more vaguely to "open specifications". 70 The relevant language starts with "If the openness principle is applied in full" [emphasis added], therefore it is not even a recommendation that of applying openness in full, but only a trajectory is envisaged and made an hypothesis. Consequently Recommendation 22 of the EIFv2 states: The very definition of open specification in the EIFv2 is far more vague than the one found in the EIFv1:
If the openness principle is applied in full:
• All stakeholders have the same possibility of contributing to the development of the specification and public review is part of the decision-making process;
• The specification is available for everybody to study; This is not the place to resolve the issue, but it is indicative of how there is a tension between those who oppose extending the definition of Open Standards to something that is not as open as it can be (mainly, some of the biggest patent holders, yet not all of them), and those who advocate a stricter definition to include only something that is really open to be adopted, without the need to take affirmative steps to obtain a license, even from a patent pool.
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The UK definition Whether it is advisable or not to adopt a firm stance on Royalty Free standard can be debated at length. However because there are policies and rules that take that approach, means that at least it is possible to come to a stricter definition of Open Standards.
One clear Royalty Free stance with really far reaching requirements case is the one adopted by the UK Government. 
Many more definitions
These are just samples to show how strong the debate on Open Standards is and what the centerpoint of the discussion is: patents, or patent holders trying to extract royalty revenues for any time a standard is used; and claiming that a patent license, with attached conditions for use, should be agreed upon, even though on a "FRAND" basis. As of August 2014, Wikipedia counted no less than 20 different definitions, and undoubtedly many more exist.
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The RFCs "RFCs" (shorthand for "Request For Comments") are specifications which do not qualify as de iure standards (standards adopted by internationally recognised standard setting bodies after a formal process"), but nonetheless are respected and complied with as if they were formal standards. RFCs which is one of the ways that many of the most used Internet protocols have born and evolve.
RFCs are akin to formal standards, because an authoritative and documented source of normative and explanatory text exists. They have been adopted since the times of the ARPANET project ("Advanced Research Projects Agency Network" the initial network from which Internet They should not be underestimated, as they are at the foundation of some of the most important and widely used protocols, such as the protocols that make the Internet email system 80 IETF's RFCs are generally considered Open Standards, and are commonly understood as "Royalty Free" Open Standards, although the "IPR policies" (the rules according to which technologies can be introduced into the RFCs depending on the "Intellectual Property Rights" -mostly patents rights -are claimed by the contributing party) allow for royalty-bearing licensing of the included technologies.
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Free and Open Source Software (FOSS)
Definitions
There are two separate definitions on what is Free and what is Open Source Software. 82 The Free Software Definition (by the Free Software Foundation) 83 
A program is free software if the program's users have the four essential freedoms:
•
The freedom to run the program as you wish, for any purpose (freedom 0).
• The freedom to study how the program works, and change it so it does your computing as you wish (freedom 1).
• Access to the source code is a precondition for this. The freedom to redistribute copies so you can help your neighbor (freedom 2).
• 
Is that about it?
There is no serious contention as to whether Free Software is the golden standard for openness in software.
Yet, if openness is a continuum, there are lesser forms of openness also in the software making. For instance, claims can exist that proprietary platforms that implement standard interfaces are "open", and indeed some form of openness exists also in ultra-proprietary software like Microsoft Windows.
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Interoperability is a form of openness, standards are a form of openness, also in software.
However, when it comes to software, the four freedoms granted by Free Software are not an easy yardstick with which to be measured. Full access to code, especially when it is enforceable through the "copyleft" conditions, has many advantages that go beyond the much touted "bazaar model" of development.
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Access to code and the legal permissions that the license provide mean anyone with sufficient skills can take over the program and "fork" it (forking means that someone parts from the current development and starts a new independent development branch). In other words, while full access to code does not mean that backdoors and insecurities cannot be inserted, they are quite easily discovered and easily fixed. But in essence, full access to code and the legal permissions that the license convey means that there is an assurance that the software development can proceed even in the event that for any reason relationships with the original developer become problematic.
The most important point is that in a Free Software environment, where the user benefits from the four freedoms and the legal permissions that this brings to them, from an economic point of view a new game (as in the Gaming Theory) is created, compared to what happens in a proprietary environment. This game creates a reassurance against lock-in, because most of the techniques that have been so far used to force clients to stay with one vendor have little meaning where an exact replica of the entire set of applications can be obtained from other sources, and further development of them can be taken over from any arbitrary point. Let us discuss it in more depth.
Lock in
So far we have dealt with Free and Open from the perspective of having an unimpaired access to information and data. In other words, to have communication channels that allow content to flow without impairment from one point of the channel to the other. We have seen that certain decisions should be taken to maximize the chances of this happening.
However, as with any decision, decision-makers are not always at liberty to choose what is theoretically best. Budgetary restrictions, for instance, are an obvious obstacle to this freedom, therefore choices need to be made under the condition of best allocation of non-unlimited resources. Time is another constraint. If, due to circumstances, choosing a solution requires considerable time, a quicker solution might be preferable, albeit suboptimal in other terms. Technical constraints also exist, and interact heavily with both of the previously mentioned ones.
"Technical constraints" deriving from what already is in place (technical infrastructures, previous investments in technology, archives) is what is usually called "lock-in".
Lock-in is a phenomenon where previous choices reduce the freedom to make future choices, because making them would mean relinquishing a seizable part of the investment made in the past. Therefore, it seems to make sense to choose the solution that best adapts to the existing environment, albeit suboptimal in general terms, because the best option would be anti-economical due to the need to change substantial parts of the existing environment. This also generates, and most of the time increases, the lock-in.
Locked-in solutions might not allow achievement of the goal of transparency, because budgetary and time constraints work against it.
The Commission has analysed this phenomenon with a lot of care, although sometimes it proved itself unwilling to take the medicine it prescribed to others, 87 within Action 23 of the Digital Agenda.
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The Commission identified lock-in as an important problem that can only be cured with the adoption of open standards -although, as we have seen before, it failed to define properly what an open standard is and it showed a weak spine in taking the concept of openness where others took it.
The Digital Agenda for Europe identified "lock-in" as a problem. Building open ICT systems by making better use of standards in public procurement will improve and prevent the lock-in issue.
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Therefore standards are a way to avoid lock-in. The Commission carefully avoids using the wording "open standards", but many indications and references make it clear that it points to that when it refers to "standard based procurement". The two main working documents describing how public procurement should be done to avoid lock-in are in Proceeding from the above, we can safely take a few conclusions:
• in order be free to adopt the best tools available, now and in a medium to long term, the Parliament has a special burden to avoid lock-in.
• Because the best tool to avoid lock-in, according to the Commission (but with the agreement of a vast literature, as cited in the two above documents), is a standard-based approach, the Parliament is especially bound to adopt a standard-based approach in procurement.
• Not only transparency mandates the use of open standards for the outward channel, but transparency leans heavily towards the use of standard-based decisions and modular, vendor independent, lock-in averted solutions.
The cited documents take no stance towards (or against, for that matter) Free Software in the lock-in avoidance context. However it seems that one cannot take any conclusions from this omission, only that the lock-in avoidance shall be taken into consideration with all kind of licensing regimes or development environment or technology. At the same time there seems to be no contradiction in the principle we have introduced that Free Software enhances the anti-lock-in power of the user (so much that even the user has the permission to be developer). And we reiterate the fundamental concepts:
• Truly Free Software solutions are outside the control of the vendor. The vendor can have a temporary control or even have a stronghold over one solution, but examples exist that when this control is too tight and against the interests of the Community, the ability to "fork" is an essential tool that exerts a constraint on any dictatorial vendor.
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• The availability of source code, and possibly a healthy and diverse development community, is a guarantee that there is no orphan work or constrained upgrade path. Free Software allows the choice to buy or make, or to have made by others unrelated to the copyright holder. Proprietary software vendors have incentives and abilities to lock clients in 93 .
• Under the default copyright regime, the copyright holder has a number of rights to prevent others from performing certain actions, including copying, transforming, translating the copyrighted content. This right arises with the making of the copyrightable subject without the need of any affirmative step or claim. Silence is sufficient.
Under such regime, irrespectively of the actual copyright status under which certain material is being served onto the public, even uncertainty as to the copyright status of certain works can have a chilling effect on the transparency and prevent it from achieving its fullest implementation.
One of the enablements of the Internet (and open standards) is the ability to re-use and transform content to produce new service that provide the same content in innumerable new ways. That could include a "syndication" of content, mash-ups, translations 95 . Anywhere there is unmet demand for services containing the same information, there can be a service from an unexpected source. Sometimes this service is brought by private, amateur service providers, who have no resources or knowledge to fully inspect all sources to verify if they are freely re-usable in automatically aggregated content. Some do it nonetheless, other might be discouraged from re- sharing the (modified) content on copyright grounds. This is not unexpected in an environment where prohibition is the rule and free use is an exception.
It is therefore important, in the view of the authors, that any time when the rules would allow free re-use of the content, including translation, transformation, aggregation, it is explicitly stated in a clear and irrevocable way. Absent a clear and final rule that puts the content in "public domain", there should be a default "licensing statement" to clarify the legal status of it. We submit that removing any uncertainties is a step in the right direction. That is, ensuring that all information subject to transparency be Open Content.
Legal instruments exist to this effect. The most known set of these instruments with regard to creative content is the Creative Commons 96 one. In particular, the Creative Commons Attributiononly license and the Creative Commons CC-zero (or CC-0) seem to be the most appropriate for implementing an affirmative open content strategy where the copyright status of the work so permits. In order for it to be possible, all material prepared for and upon instruction of the Parliament needs to be licensed by their authors under the same or compatible licenses.
Because this is an analysis of open content only from the point of view of transparency, we defer to the many studies on the open content in the public sector for a more detailed discussion.
(Open) Data
The same reasoning is applicable to the data. The ability to drill into data to distil information is generally understood to be a key to transparency.
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In order to perform actions on data it is necessary that not only data are made available, i.e., disclosed, but that all the actions necessary to perform the analysis and meta-analysis are permitted. This might not always be the case or uncertainty could exist on it.
Datasets are protected in Europe by the Database Directive, as implemented by member states.
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The Database Directive provides a protection of database on which the maker has put a significant investment in the obtaining, verification or presentation of the contents. This protection is a different kind from copyright or patent protection, and therefore is called sui generis (of its own kind) and, like the copyright, is granted without any affirmative action, including issuing an express claim, by the maker. Therefore, in default of an express license or waiver, the principle is that the extraction, duplication and dissemination of the dataset (or of a substantial part thereof) is reserved to the maker. Therefore, in order for datasets to be re-used, and thus to enhance their availability, id est, transparency, data should be treated as long as possible as "Open Data". 99 Open data in the public sector is such a common ground that many states have stated in full the principle that data by default should be open. Similarly SMTP allows both user authentication and encryption of the flow, although many publicly available SMTP servers do not require either.
On privacy concerns, it is highly recommendable that both are in use, as they create a readily available layer of security at virtually no expense. According to art. 22 As TLS is a publicly available standard, using it is highly recommendable.
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TLS only protects the data stream from the originating point (the client for outbound and SMTP for incoming email) to the first endpoint (the SMTP server for outbound and the client for incoming email). Once the email has left the internal system, it is bound to be transmitted in clear over the Internet. In order to secure the content from the sender to the recipient, the only way is full encryption of the message, as the message itself will be relayed through an arbitrary number of servers as plain text.
The two most used ways of (directly) 113 encrypting the messages are S/MIME 114 and OpenPGP 115 , neither of which is an approved standard, although they are implemented directly or through third parties in many email clients, so they satisfy many of the requirements for being open standards (fully public and available standard text, independently managed, multiple independent implementations, no known IPR). Although the adoption of email encryption seems to be very limited, the case for allowing encrypted emails to flow through the servers is clear also from a transparency point of view (no pun intended).
Encrypted email cannot be scanned by security systems and therefore they are likely to be intercepted by them. This would be a false positive, though, since it would be a legitimate email. In order to preserve the viability of an encrypted channel of communication, this kind of messages should be whitelisted, at least at the user request, and in any case any such blocked message should be notified to the user, put into a quarantine and the user should be enabled to open it.
111 http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5246 112 This is very basic advice, securing an email system is well beyond the scope of this work and the expertise of the authors. Many guidelines can be found online, supporting this finding and more, like http://www.cisco.com/web/about/security/intelligence/bpiron.html or https://otalliance.org/best-practices/transportlayered-security-tls-email 113 Obviously an email message can have arbitrary encoded files, including encrypted ones, here we are only dealing with encrypted messages that are recognised directly by the client application without the need to open them outside, and with the ability to have a "seamless" email discussion 114 http://tools. 
Mailing lists
Emails are complementary to the use of mailing lists, which are particularly useful discussion fora when discussion occurs by threading them via an email discussion. To do so certain rules in both RFC5321 (section 3.9) and RFC2369 116 should be implemented.
From a discussion in a Freedom Of Information access request 117 it looks like any such request coming from an external mailing list is outright refused by the European Parliament's systems, on the grounds that the address is considered not genuine ("spoofed"). However, a message sent by a member of a mailing list to the mailing list and relayed by the mailing list to its subscribers (including the sender) needs to contain the from: and reply-to: address of the originating email message must not be modified, and obviously this would cause the address of the incoming email being considered not genuine (again, "spoofed") according to the criterion that all messages from a European Parliament address must come from a European Parliament SMTP server. However, this is absolutely not mandated by the standard protocols (it is indeed normal that an address comes from an SMTP in a domain different from the domain of the originating address) and impedes the users of the European Parliament system to participate in external discussion mailing lists.
This seems in stark contradiction with the principle of transparency.
Publishing and archiving documents
Publishing information in the form of documents can be achieved through numerous ways, the most common of which is through the World Wide Web and its HTML/XML standards. These standards are mainly meant for files being uploaded to or generated by content management services and be read via a browser by the general public.
However, people rarely work with web pages and web pages are most of the time not just documents. Individuals and working groups still use "standalone" documents that they share, edit, print, archive and make available to a larger audience, and these documents are still largely based on the same model of paper documents and are made using document applications (such as wordprocessors, spreadsheets, presentations applications). As the bulk of the documents produced by public institutions are generated, kept and electronically exchanged in their original form, or "printed" and exchanged as if they were on paper, many times it has been suggested that the use of proprietary and non standard documents tilt the table in favour of the proponents of those documents and at the same time limit the access to those document by those who do not use the applications made by the same proponents.
The state of Massachusetts has perhaps been the first taking action to solve this situation and mandate the use of open standards in document files made and exchanged by the public administration.
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It will take too long to narrate the discussion that ensued. At the time of writing, the last large government to take action in this regard has been the UK Cabinet, which has opened a very large consultation and performed a thorough analysis of the best way to achieve "transparency and accountability of government and its services".
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Citing from the premises of this study: In terms of publishing documents, the conclusion has been: 120 • PDF/A or HTML for viewing government documents Open Document Format
• (ODF) [ISO/IEC IS26300] for sharing or collaborating on government documents
Surveillance and privacy
Electronic communications via Internet are exposed to mass surveillance and the privacy of those who use it is constantly at risk.
The use of open standards goes in the direction of enabling multiple parts to interoperate and access to the source of information. Whereas recently it has been alleged that a few subjects (mainly governments and governmental agencies) may have achieved the ability to scan and retain information on virtually any electronic communications --whether through the collection of "metadata" or actual recordings of content exchanged --the use of open standards is a way to minimize the chances that other subjects may also achieve a similar control.
Internet was born and has grown as a deeply decentralised ecosystem. Market forces may or may not lead to a less decentralised situation in the future, with concentration in the hands of few. The European Parliament, as any public institution, should be aware of the impact that its decision have in exposing the privacy of their citizens that interact with their services by forcing them to use technologies which are available only through certain operators. Or worse, through services directly in the hands of them. 
Conclusions
The Court of Justice has reminded us, the European citizenry, that openness contributes to strengthening our democracy, by enabling us to scrutinise all the information which has formed the basis for a legislative act. This means that we, the citizens of Europe, should be able to see, evaluate and analyse all the information used in the drafting of any EU law. The possibility we
